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GUIDELINES FOR OFFICE POLICIES 

 AND PROCEDURES 

 

 

Welcome, 

 

It is an honor to begin this journey with you.  Below are my office policies and legal/ethical 

issues that are important for you to know so that there are no surprises as we work together. 

As a professional, I will use my best knowledge and skills to help you. Based on my 

experience, some limits that may sound harsh have been established so that you are able to 

benefit fully from your therapy.  They are not personal responses to you. Please feel free to 

ask me any questions. 

 

RISKS AND BENEFITS OF THERAPY:  You are about to begin a very personal and 

exciting exploration or yourself.  I belief it is my responsibility to provide you with the 

information about how the process of therapy works.  Our relationship is very unique as it is 

not a friendship but a very close one in which we become a team, working to uncover 

important issues that are preventing you from having a full, satisfying and joyful life. 

 

I will use my best training and long-standing experience as a licensed Marriage, Family and 

Child therapist to help you navigate the difficult moments (what are referred to as risks).  

These may initially involve uncomfortable feelings of sadness, frustration, anxiety, 

helplessness and loneliness to mention a few.  Family secrets may be remembered and 

told, impact on relationships can lead to separation/divorce, and other problems may 

temporarily worsen after the beginning of treatment.  I am hopeful that you will be able to 

experience positive changes through a growing awareness of the thoughts, feelings and 

behaviors that once served you well but are no longer helpful in your relationship with 

yourself and others. 

 

While you consider the risks, you should also know that the benefits of therapy are well 

documented by scientists in hundreds of well-designed research studies. 

 

Many studies have shown that individuals find relief from various disturbances such as 

depression, anxiety (panic attacks), grief/loss issues and physical pain to mention a few.  In 

therapy you will have the opportunity to discuss your issues fully until disturbing feelings are 

understood, relieved and resolved by learning and practicing new coping skills.  Together 

we will work to identify your goals so that you may grow in many directions (some which you 

may not have even dreamed of). 
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While I am not able to guarantee success, I will enter our work together with enthusiasm and 

hopefulness.  As long as you are benefiting from the therapeutic experience we will continue 

our work.  I will encourage you to discuss your feelings openly with me as my intention is to 

always do what is in your best interest. 

 

ACCESSIBILITY: Should you need to contact me between sessions, please leave a clear 

message, repeat your number twice and the best times to reach you.  I check my messages 

often and return calls as soon as I am able.  If you are having an emergency, call 911 or go 

to the nearest hospital emergency room.  When I return your call I will not charge for the first 

5 minutes.  If needed, we can continue to talk at the pro-rated charge of your normal session 

or you can schedule an additional session that week.  Since face-to-face sessions are most 

beneficial, please note that phone sessions are the exception (illness, travel), not the rule of 

how I practice therapy. 

 

APPOINTMENTS:  An appointment time has been, or will be established on the same day 

and hour each week (your “standing appointment”). Our time together is set for 50 minutes 

unless otherwise arranged.  We agree to be on time so that you can benefit from the full 50 

minutes.  Psychotherapy works best when conducted on a weekly basis and cancelled 

appointments delay our progress. 

 

I will only reschedule or cancel an appointment if it is unavoidable or I am taking a vacation.  

If I am away from the office I have a trusted colleague that will “cover” for me.  This therapist 

will be available to you in emergencies.  Therefore, they will need to know some limited, 

current information.  Of course, this therapist is bound by the same laws and rules as I am to 

protect your confidentiality. 

 

During your course of treatment, there may be times when you are having a crisis and would 

like additional sessions.  Please ask and I will do my best to schedule the time for you. 

 

Occasionally my clients have the tendency to avoid bringing up serious and complex 

problems until their session is almost over.  I urge you to approach such problems at the 

beginning of the hour in order to have time to discuss them. 

 

When it is time to discontinue therapy, most often as a team we set a schedule to bring 

closure to our work.  Many clients have ended their relationships abruptly and in therapy this 

experience offers you an important opportunity to say goodbye in a healthier, more 

integrated way.  I ask that we have at least 1 session to discuss the work we have done. 
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FINANCIAL UNDERSTANDING:  We have agreed upon your fee.  You may pay with cash 

or check. Payment is due in full at each session.  I suggest that you have checks prepared 

before coming to an appointment in order to maximize our time together.  There is a $15.00 

service fee for any returned check.  Fees are reviewed on a yearly basis.  In addition to 

session payment, any business (confirming next appointment, vacations, etc) will be 

discussed at the beginning of the session. 

 

If you cannot make your regular scheduled appointment, please call as soon as possible.  If 

you are unable to provide me with at least 24 hour notice from the time of your scheduled 

appointment, I will have to charge you for the lost time.  I understand that true emergencies 

and urgencies may arise but as I will consider our meetings very important, I ask that you do 

the same. 

 

Additional services; Coordination of care with other professionals (per your written 

authorization) and/or time spent in case management will be billed at the same rate as for 

regular therapy services.  Some services may require payment in advance. 

 

Therapy will not be effective if you are under the influence of drugs or alcohol.  Please DO 

NOT come to session in this condition, as you will be sent home and charged the full fee. 

 

INSURANCE:  My practice is “fee for service”.  This means that I am not on any insurance 

panels and do not bill insurance companies for my services.  I will provide a monthly receipt 

for you to submit to your insurance company. 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY:  Your confidentiality is very important.  I will not acknowledge you as 

my client or divulge any information about you without your prior written consent with the 

following exceptions.  Child abuse, elder abuse, dependent adult abuse, and intent to harm 

yourself or another person.  As a mandated reporter, I am required to uphold these laws.  If 

you are suicidal, I will take all reasonable steps to prevent you from harming yourself. 

 

• Police/Fire/Ambulance/Psychiatric Emergency Team 911 

• Suicide Prevention and Survivor Hotline 877.727.4747 

• Encino-Tarzana Regional Medical Center 818.995.5000 

• Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health Hotline 800.854.7771 

• Northridge Hospital Emergency Mental Health 818.885.5484 

• Mission Community Hospital Emergency Mental Health 800.608.4624 

• UCLA Medical Center Emergency Room 310.825.2111 
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OTHER INFORMATION:  If you ever become involved in a divorce or custody dispute, I 

want you to understand and agree that I will not provide evaluations or expert testimony in 

court.  This will require hiring a different mental health professional.  This is based on two 

important reasons:  My statements will be seen as biased in your favor because we have a 

therapeutic relationship and the testimony might affect our therapeutic relationship.  It is very 

important to me that I put our relationship first so that we are able to continue our work 

together. 

 

I have read, understood and agree with the clinical and financial policies above.  I authorize 

Sherry Warschaw, M.A., LMFT to render professional services and agree to pay the fee of  

$ ___________ per session. 

 

 

Clients Signature ________________________________________     Date ____________ 

 

Client’s Representative ___________________________________     Date ____________ 


